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Gender Inclusive Language Sheet 
 

Serious  & non-serious relationships): 

Partner Date Datefriend Datemate 
Babefriend Babe Heart Spouse 

Significant Other  Lover Love sweetie 
Sweetheart Cuddlebuddy Fiancee/ Fiance Betrothed 

Steady Soul Mate   
Boifriend Queer, boi is a particular gender identity 

Girlboyfriend Queer, for bigender or androgynous people, or perhaps 
binary trans people 

Paramour Neutral, someone you are having a sexual relationship 
with 

Bothfriend Queer, for bigender or androgynous people, or perhaps 
binary trans people. 

Genderfriend Queer, based on boyfriend and girlfriend 

[name]friend Queer, based on girlfriend and boyfriend 
Birlfriend Queer, mix of boyfriend and girlfriend 

Feyfriend Neutral, leaning towards queer 
Enbyfriend Queer, based on boyfriend and girfriend. (note: enby 

comes from Non-Binary, non-binary) 
Other Half Neutral, informal, and implies monogamy 

Steady Neutral, as in “going steady” or “steady 
girlfriend/boyfriend” 

Soul Buddy Neutral, implies belief in soul mates, platonic 
relationship 

Personfriend Neutral, leaning towards queer, based on boyfriend and 
girlfriend 

Loveperson Neutral, a person that you love 
Epox Neutral, from the French ‘époux’ which means 

husband/spouse 
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Companion Neutral, reference to Doctor Who’s companions, or 

Firefly’s Companions 

Imzadi Neutral, from Star Trek, a Betazed word similar to 
beloved 

  
Boys/ Guys/ Girls/ Lady’s/Man/ Woman: 

Y’all Folks Person People 
Humans Guests   

Enby queer, from the sound of non-binary 

Neut neutral, short for neutal 
Newt neutral, variation of neut  

Null queer, referring to someone whose gender is ‘null’  
Gul queer, a mixture of boy and girl.  

   
Fanboy/ FanGirl:  

Fanenby queer, using enby as a replacement for boy/girl.  

Fanby queer, a mixture of fanboy/fangirl and enby  
    

Ladies and Gentlemen (Formal):  
Honored Guests Distinguished Guests 

 

Mom/ Dad:  
Parent Neutral, formal 

Per/ Par Neutral, Short for parent 
Dommy Queer, mixture of mommy and daddy 

Maddy Queer, mixture of mummy and daddy 
Moddy Queer, mixture of mommy and daddy 

Zaza Queer, based on mama and papa/ dada 

Zither Queer, based on mother and father 
Baba Neutral, based on mama and dada 

Nini Queer, based on ‘N’ in non-binary, similar to 
mama and papa/dada 
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Bibi Queer, based on ‘B’ in non-binary, similar to 

mama and papa/dada 

Cennend Neutral, old English meaning parent 
Cenn Neutral, short for cennend 

  
Sister/ Brother: 

Sibling Neutral, formal 

Sib Neutral, short for sibling 
Sibster Queer, combination of sibling and sister 

Sibter Queer, combination of sibling and brother 
  

Aunt/ Uncle: 
Auncle Queer, combination of aunt and uncle 

Pibling Neutral, parents sibling 

Cousin Neutral, sometimes people say aunt/ uncle for 
parents’ cousins, or much older cousins 

Titi Neutral, from the Spanish for Aunt (Tia) and Uncle 
(Tio). (however, it is often a diminutive of aunt 

Zizi Neutral, from the Italian for Aunt (Zia) and Uncle 
(Zio). (Note: zizi is also a French children’s ‘cute’ 
word for penis 

Nini Queer, based on the ‘N’ in Non-binary, similar to 
Titi/Zizi 

Bibi Queer, based on the ‘B’ in Non-Binary, similar to 
Titi/Zizi 

Untie/Unty Queer, combination of uncle and auntie/aunty 

  
Niece/Nephew: 

Nibling Neutral, combination of niece/nephew and sibling 
Chibling Neutral, the children of you sibling 

Cousin Neutral, as sometimes people say niece/nephew 
for cousins’ children, or much younger cousins 

Sibkid Neutral, short for sibling’s kid 
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Nephiece Queer, mixture of nephew and niece 
Niecew Queer, mixture of niece and nephew 

Nieph Queer, mixture of niece and nephew 
  

Daughter/Son: 

Child Neutral, formal 
Offspring Neutral, formal 

Sprog Neutral, informal 
Oldest Neutral, refers to age instead of sex/gender 

Youngest Neutral, refers to age instead of sex/gender 
Kid Neutral, informal 

  

Granddaugter/Grandson: 
Grandchild Neutral, formal 

Grandkid Neutral, informal 
  

Godmother/ Godfather: 

Godparent Neutral, formal 
  

Goddaughter/Godson: 
Godchild Neutral, formal 

Godkid Neutral, informal 
  

Royalty: 

Monarch Ruler Sovereign Your Highness 
Quing Queer, mix of King and Queen 

Caln Queer, created word based on the K/Q sound of 
King and Queen 

Prin Queer, based on the Prince/ss ending 
Prinxe Queer, based on the Prince/ss ending 

Princet Queer, based on the Prince/ss ending 

Princette Queer, based on the Prince/ss ending 
Princev Queer, based on the Prince/ss ending 
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Princen Queer, based on the Prince/ss ending 
Princus Queer, based on the Prince/ss ending 

Princex queer, based on the Prince/ss ending, POC-coined 
and POC exclusive 

Lairde Queer, based on the sound of La in Lady and rd in 
Lord 

Layde Queer, based on the sound of La in Lady and rd in 
Lord 

Liege Neutral, term of address for a Lord/Lady. 
Suzerain Neutral, a feudal equivalent of Lord/Lady 

Potentate Neutral, a Latin word for someone in power 

  
God/ Goddess: 

God (if used in a neutral sense) 
Goddex Queer, based on the God/dess ending 

Goddette Queer, based on the God/ess ending 
Goddeq Queer, based on the God/ess ending 

Deity Neutral, another word meaning god/ Goddess 

Devine One Neutral 
  

  
All information has been assembled by Corey Keith, BSW, MED at 
https://spectraconsulting0.wixsite.com/home. 
 
Sources: 
http://genderqueeries.tumblr.com/titles 
https://twitter.com/ethhusla/status/636187335462400000?s=19 
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